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Abstract. An ergodic flow is said to have the weak Pinsker property if it admits a
decreasing sequence of factors whose entropies tend to zero and each of which has
a Bernoulli complement. We show that this property is preserved under taking
factors and d-limits. In addition, we show that a flow has the weak Pinsker property
whenever one ergodic transformation in the flow has this property.

In [5], J.-P. Thouvenot defined the weak Pinsker property for ergodic transformations
and showed it to be stable under the taking of factors and d limits. Our purpose
here is to consider the flow version of this property and to prove the corresponding
stability results. Throughout this paper all partitions are assumed to be finite, unless
the reverse is explicitly stated. All transformations and flows are assumed to have
finite entropy. The basic definition is the following:

Definition. An ergodic, measure-preserving, (finite entropy) flow S on a Lebesgue
space X has the weak Pinsker property if it admits partitions Bn and Hm

n = 1,2,3,...,such that:

(Bn)s±(Hn)s;

(£n) sv(Hn) s = X

(S, Bn) is Bernoulli.

The spirit of this definition is to offer an alternative to the (failed) Pinsker conjecture.
There are no known transformations (and hence (cf. theorem 3 below) no known
flows) which fail to satisfy the weak Pinsker property, and many examples of interest
can readily be seen to satisfy it. Our main results are the following:

THEOREM 1. If (S,X) has the weak Pinsker property, then every factor of (S, X) has
the weak Pinsker property.

THEOREM 2. If a sequence of processes {(S(n>, P(n))}"=i converges in d to a process
(S, P), and each (S(n), (P<n))s<">) has the weak Pinsker property, then (S, (P)s) has
the weak Pinsker property.
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382 A. Fieldsteel

Theorem 1 will be proved by using the techniques and results of [1] to adapt the
arguments of [5] to the flow setting. The same approach can be used to prove
theorem 2, but we have available a simpler route. D. J. Rudolph has observed that
theorem 1 can be used to obtain the following result, interesting in its own right,
and we use this to obtain theorem 2 quickly. Here and in subsequent arguments we
make use of the notational conventions of [1], and we refer the reader to § 2 of that
paper for a summary of those conventions.

THEOREM 3. If (S, X) is a flow such that for some ergodic S^ in S, S^ has the weak
Pinsker property, then S has the weak Pinsker property.

A A

Proof of theorem 3. By theorem 1, it is sufficient to construct a flow (S, X) which
has the weak Pinsker property and which has (5, X) as a factor. We let (S\ X') be
a rotation of period t0 on the interval X' = [0, t0), and we set

(S,X) = (S,X)x(S',X').

Let (Bn)Si and (Hn)Si be the factors of (Sh, X) given by the definition of the weak
Pinsker property. We use them to construct factors (Bn)§ and (Hn)§ of (S, X) as

A A

required by the definition. Let Bn and Hn be defined by
bn(x,t) = bn(S-,x) and hn(x,t) = hn(S_,x),

for all (x, t)eXxX'. Since we have (Hn)§c (Hn_,)s and h(S, Hn) = h(S, Hn), it
suffices to show that each (S, (Hn)§) has a Bernoulli complement in (S, X). Choose

A

r, € (0, t0) such that Sh is ergodic. By theorem 2' of [1], it is sufficient to show that
(S,,, (Hn)§) has a Bernoulli complement in (S,,, X). If we introduce the auxiliary
partition

P = {Xx(0,to/2),Xx[to/2,to)},

we observe that

and

A A A

It is then sufficient to verify that Bn is Hn v Pn-relatively very weak Bernoulli under
5(l (see [4] for the definition). This is easy, and we omit the details. •

We note that the discrete version of this argument (which does not depend on our
work here) answers affirmatively a question posed by Thouvenot in [5], namely
whether a transformation must have the weak Pinsker property if one of its powers
does.

Proof of theorem 2. Suppose {(S(n), P(n))}"=, converges to (S, P) in d, and each
(S<n), (P(n))s

(">) has the weak Pinsker property. Choose t0 so that each S',"' and Sh

is ergodic. Choose a partition Q c (P)s such that (Q)s, = (P)s- Construct partitions
Q( n )c(P( n ))s() so that {(S<n), Q(n))}^= .converges in d to (S, Q). It follows that
{(S\"\ <?(n))}^=i converges to (5,,,, Q) in d. But proposition 1 of [5] implies that each
(S(,o

n), (Q(n))s<,"0>) has a weak Pinsker Property so that, by proposition 2 of [5],
(Sk),(Q)Si) has the weak Pinsker property. Now since (Q)s, =(P)s, theorem 3
implies that (5, (P)s) has the weak Pinsker property. •
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Before proceeding with the proof of theorem 1, we remark that theorem 2 may be
strengthened in the following manner.

THEOREM 2'. Let (S, P) be a process such that for all e > 0 there exists (5', P') satisfying

(i) d[(S,P),{S\P')]<e,and
(ii) (S',F) has factors (B')s. and (H')s. with P'c. (B'v H%., (B')S.±(H')S;

(S\ B') is Bernoulli, and h(S', H') < e.
Then (S, P) has the weak Pinsker property.

One can prove the corresponding theorem for transformations in the same way that
proposition 2 of [5] is proved. One then proves theorem 2' in the same manner
theorem 2 was proved, making use of lemma 4 of [5].

It will be convenient at times to abuse the standard notation \P - P'\ by allowing
the partitions in question to be indexed by different sets or sets of different car-
dinalities. If the sets have different cardinalities, the smaller partition is understood
to be augmented by a suitable number of copies of the empty set, and we rely on
the context to indicate the appropriate correspondence between the elements of the
two partitions.

Theorem 1 will follow from propositions 1 and 2 below. Each of these is preceded
by two lemmas.

LEMMA 1. Let (T, P) be finitely determined. Then for all e > 0 there exist S > 0, and
n such that for all ergodic processes (V, H'), the process (T, P)x(T, H') is H'-
relatively finitely determined to within e by 8 and n. That is, given ergodic (T,PvH)
with

(1) (r,H')~(f,H);
(2) |dist_Vj=oJ"'(^v//)-distVr=o(rxr)-(PxH')|<5; and
(3) \h(T,PvH)-h(Txr,PxH')\<8,

we have dRtH{( T, Pw H), (TxT, Px H')] < e.

Proof. Case 1. If (T, P) is an independent process, then this fact is proved in [3].

Case 2. If (T, P) is not independent, then we may choose an independent generator
B for (T, P) and apply standard approximation arguments to get the result using
case 1. We omit the details. We emphasize the point that S and n depend only on
(T, P) and e, and not on (V, H'). Furthermore we allow H' here to be countably
infinite. D

LEMMA 2. For all e > 0, there exists L such that if (S, (Q)s) has a Rokhlin tower T

of height L such that the partition of r into Q-columns has finitely or countably many
elements and entropy less than La, and TC is in a single element ofQ, there is a partition
Q'^(Q)ssuch that \Q'-Q\<e, «?')s, = «?')» and h(S, Q')<a + e.

Proof. The argument is basically that of [2 chapter 12]. We begin by constructing a
partition Qt which consists of distinct atoms of flow-length 1 at the base of each
Q- column, and which agrees with Q elsewhere. We then proceed to make successive
modifications as in [2] to obtain Q' with the generating property (<?')s, = (Q')s- If
L is sufficiently large, we can make these modifications on as small a fraction of
the space as desired (only needing to add one more atom to Qi in doing so), and
we will have \Q'~Q\<e.
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If we let R denote the partition that would be obtained by this construction if
Qi had consolidated the complement of the union of the new atoms in one set, then
we would have (R)Sl = (R)s, (R)s, = (Q')s, and (again for sufficiently large L) we
could calculate

h(S, Q') = h(S,R') = h(Sl,R')<a+e. •

PROPOSITION 1. Let (S, X) be a flow and P, B and H partitions of X such that
(B)s±(H)s, (B)S\/(H)S=>P and (S, B) is Bernoulli. Then for all e>0 there exist
partitions B and H in (P)s such that (B)S±(H)S, (B)s v (H)s =>e P, (S, B) is Bernoulli,
and\h(S,P\(R)s)-h(S,P\(H)s)\<e.

Proof of proposition 1. By theorem 3 of [1] applied to the factor (P v H)s, of (B v H)s,
we may assume that (Bv H)s = (Pv H)s, so that, in particular, h(S, Bv H) =
h(S, Pv H). Since (S, B) is an increasing union of (Bernoulli) factors of properly
smaller entropy, there is a partition B, in (B)s such that (B,)s v {H)s =>e/2 P and
M = h(S, B)-h(S, J3i)>0. We may also assume, without loss of generality, that
(B,)s, = (B,)s, (H)s, = (H)s, and (P)s, = (P)s.

Choose wef̂ J so that V-n5,(Bi v / /) =>e/2 P. Choose 77, > 0 so that if partitions
/?, and R2 satisfy \R{ - R2\ < t}\, then

dist V S,#,-dist V SfR2 <e/2.

Let 0<7j2<(rj,/16)2 where 772< W1000, and choose KeNso that for all K'>K

Choose NeK, a multiple of X, so that N>\00K/T]2. Choose 5>0 and ueNas
in lemma 1 for the relatively finitely determined condition of (Sl/N, B^) x(5l / N, H)
with respect to i72/3, (where (S1/N, H) is arbitrary). Choose k € N and 8'> 0 so that
if partitions B' and H satisfy

(1) |distV-fc

then
(a) h(Sl/N, i / N i / J
(b) h(Sl/N, P\iB.vR)l /N)<h(Sl/N, P\(BIVH)S ) + 8/2;
(c) V - n S l / N ( B ' v H K E / 2 P ; a n d
(d) IdistVo""' S_l /N(B'vH)-dist V r ' S-.v^BOxdistVo""' S_i/JW(H)|<&

(Note that this last condition may be obtained since (B,)s±(/f)s.)
Choose p > 0 so that if partitions /?i and /?2 satisfy |/?, - R2| < p then

|dist V- t S , / ^ , -dist V-k 5j/JV/?2| < «'/8.

Choose MeN, a multiple of N, so that ||^Mp-/'||x.i/N <(p/100)2. Let a, fc, and c
denote h(S, P), /i(S, / /) and h(S, P v H), respectively. Choose

5 N S % \j
where 5 is subject to further restrictions that will be made explicit in the course of
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the proof. Choose LeN, also subject to further restrictions, so that there are sets:
», <= Vo"' S-I/M(Bi v H v P) with / t(U*i)> 1 - S2, such that for all a € %u

dist V 51/N(B, v H v P) -dist V 5,/N(B, vWvP)
a -fc X -fc

: Vo"'5-, /M(^v H) with /i(U^2)> 1 - S 2 such that for all a e %2,

Vo"' 5_1/M(B,) with /a(U ^3)> 1 - S 2 such that for all a e %3,

u(a) = 2~Li(c~b~u)/ M)±g) •

Vo"'5-,/M(H) with n(\J g4) > 1 - 52 such that for all a £ g4

and

5c\/o~lS-i/M(P) with /*(U ^s)> 1 -S2 such that for all a e

We have

so if

II X.L/M

(W16)4,

• } •
then M ( U 38)> 1 ~(W16)2. Thus if ?, = {ae g , | a c (|J ^ 3 ) n ( U 38)}, then

M(U * I ) > 1 - ( W 1 6 ) 2 - 2 5 2 > 1 - ( 2

and if I , = {a e &,|a c (U ^3)} then

If %2 =

and if l 2 = {a e g2|M(o n (U *.)) > 0} then

then

For all a e g4 let ̂  Jresp. #a) denote the Vo~' 5_,7M P-atoms corresponding to the
atoms of ?2 (resp. ^2) covering a. Let f6 be a subset of &4 and <p an assignment
of a set <p{a) cz @an%5 to each a e ^6 such that:

f o r a l l a e t 6 , |«p(a)|>2L((c-b/M)-3S");
for all a 7̂  a', in £6, (p(a) n <p(a') = 0 ;
for all a e f ( , <p(a) is maximal with respect to the above properties, and ^6 is

maximal with respect to the above properties.

We see then that /u.( U<.e«6 <p(a)Y < Vi/S®- Indeed, if we regard this set as a union
of Vo"1 5_,/M(P v H)-atoms, then those outside ( U ^2) n (U ^4) n (U ^5) form a
set of measure less than (rj2/8)+252< 173/100. The rest meet the fewer than

2I.((c-6/M)-38) a {
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less than 2 L<(c/M) s\ So that their union has measure less than 2 L*>TJ2/100,

provided L> (1/5) log (100/i/2).
Now let %6c<g6c: g4) and <p be an assignment of a set $(a)c: 3Par\%5 to each

a e <?6 such that:
for all a e f6, cp(a) => <p(a);
for all a e l6, |«p(a)|>2L((c-i)/M)-3S");
for all a # a' in £6, (p(a) n <p(a') = 0 ;
for all a e £6, $(a) is maximal with respect to these properties; and
£6 is maximal with respect to these properties.

Arguing as before we see that Ai(Uoe«6(<p(«)))c<65~2. Indeed if we regard this
set as a union of Vo ' S_,/M(P v H)-atoms, then those outside (U <?2) ̂  (U %A) n
(U ^s) form a set of measure less than 552, while the rest meet the fewer than

less than 2~Ll-(c/M)~*\ so that their union has measure less than 2~LB< 82 provided
L> (2/5) log (1/5).

Now for each a e ^6, and y e <p(a), we let W(a ny)e%3 be such that anyn
W{a ny)e %x. For each a e l 6 and -ye <p(a), where W(a n -y) has not yet been
defined, let W(any)e%3 be such that a nynW(any)e'§i.

Fix 773 > 0, whose size will be dictated by the following. Let T be a Rokhlin tower
in (S, P) of height L/ M with base F and measure greater than 1 - 773, such that if

then

Construct a partition P by setting, for all xeF,0<f<L/M, p(S,x) = <pMp{x,t),
while for all x € TC, p(x) is set equal to a constant symbol. If T/3 is chosen sufficiently
small, then \P-P\<p. Construct H by setting, for all ae f6, and x e F n (U <p(a)),
0<f<L/M, h(S,x) = >pMh(a, t). This defines H on all but a set of measure less
than 652+2TJ3 , and we put this in a single H set. Finally, for a v y e
Vo~' S . i / M (HvP) having the same name as a v-yeVo"1 5_j/M(H v P) where
a€ #6 and ye cp(a), and for xe F n a v % we let b(S,x) = il>Mbt(W(a n y)), thus
defining a partition B on all but 65~2+2i73 of X, and we define b to be constant
elsewhere.

Now by the construction of W, each atom of the trace of Vo ' 5_,/M(B v H v P)
on F outside a set of relative measure 52 + 773 in F has a name from &,, so if 5 and
7j3 are sufficiently small (with respect to p), we have

dist ( V S-i/M, P) v {G, Gc}-dist ( V 5_ J / M P) v {G, Gc}
F \ 0 / X \ 0 /

dist V 5,/N B v H v P -dist V Si/N(By vH
-k \ I -k

Since |P-P |<p, we have
k

dist V
-k

k

v H v P) -dist V 5l7N(fl, v H v P)

< ay 4.

<35'/8.
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Also by the construction of W, each atom of the trace of Vo ' S_l/M(B) on F
outside a set of relative measure (r)2/50) + rj3 in F has a name from 58, so that,
arguing as in [1], we see that \\*lfNb-b\\x,i/N < W10- (Again assuming TJ3 sufficiently
small.)

We observe that P subdivides T into fewer than 2L{ia/M)+S) columns, partitioned
by the //-columns into groups of at least 2U(c~h/M)~3S) columns, so that H has at
most 2L<(a+f)"c)/M)+46> columns on T. Furthermore, since the columns of B on T have
names from g3, there are fewer than 2L{(c-b-u)/M)+g) of them.

Thus if L was chosen sufficiently large, we may apply lemma 2 to obtain B' and
H in (P)s such that (B')s, = (&')& (H)s, = (**)& h(Sl/Mt B')<(c-b-u)/M + 8,
h(Sl/M, H)<(a + b-c/M) + 48, ||<M>'-&'IU,I/JV < TJ2/3, and condition (1) holds.
Condition (la) then gives us

(2) \h(S]/N,H)-((a-{c-b))/N)\<min(S/2,e/N)
so that \h(S, P | ( H ) S ) - / I ( S , P|(H)s)|< e as desired. Furthermore, we have

N,H)< + ^ < ^

which with conditions (2) and (lb) gives

\h(SUN, B'w H)-h((SUN,Bl)x(SUN,H))\<8

as desired. Since (Id) holds as well, we have by lemma 3 of [1], that

dR[(S, B'vH), (5, BX)X{S, H)]< r,2<
\ 1«.

so by corollary 1 of [1] there is a partition B in (P)s with \B - B'\ < -nu (S, B) ~ (S, B,)
and(B)s±(H)s. By condition (lc) and the choice of 171, we have V"n St(B v H) => E P
and we are done. •
LEMMA 3. 7/ (S, X) is a flow with partitions H and Q such that (H)s has a Bernoulli
complement in (S,X) and (Q)S=>(H)S, then for all e > 0 there exists Q with
\Q - Q\ < e, (S, Q v H) = (S, Q v H), and (Q)s has a Bernoulli complement in (S, X).
{Ifh(S, Q) - h(S), then this Bernoulli complement is trivial; that is (Q)s = X.)

Proof Choose B so that (S, B) is Bernoulli, (B)S±(Q)S, and h{S, Bv Q) = h(S).
This is possible by corollary 1 of [1]. By theorem 3 of [1], (H)s has a Bernoulli
complement in (B v Q)s. Now repeated application of lemma 5 of [1] yields B v Q
such that | B v Q - B v Q | < e , (S, Bv Q)~(S, Bv Q) and (Bv Q)S = X, so that Q
has the desired properties. •

LEMMA 4. / / (S, X) is a flow with partitions B, Q and P and e>0 such
that (BvQ)Si = (BvQ)s, «?)Sl = «?)s, (B)s±«?)s, (S, B) is Bernoulli, and
( B v Q ) s 3 E P , then for all e, > 0 there exists S > 0 such that ifQ is a partition satisfying

(1) (Q)Sl = ((?)*;
(2) I Q - I
(3)

f/ien f/iere exis/s a partition B such that (S, B) is Bernoulli, (B)S±(Q)S, and
(B v Q)s => F+f| P. We allow Q here to be countably infinite.
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Proof. Choose a partition B, c (B)s so that (B,)s, = (B,)s, MS, B) - h(S, B,) = w > 0,
and (B, v Q)s => e+(ei/10)P. Choose N so that V,"-JV 5,(B, V (?) 3 e + ( t | / 1 0 ) P.
Choose £> 0 so that \R{- R2\<t; implies

dist V Sfii-dist V S,J?2 < - ; .
-N -N 10

Let £'<(f/16)2 and choose M so that

Choose (8', n) by lemma 1 so that for arbitrary (f, Q), (S1/M, B,) x(f, Q) is 4
relatively finitely determined to £'/3. Now choose 8 <min (8', g) so that conditions
(2) and (3) imply that

(5) |dist V? 5_I/M(B, v (?) -dist V? 5_1/MB, x V? S_I/MQ| < 5', and
(6) \h(Sl/M, B, v (?) - />[(SI/M) B,) x (S1/M, <?)]| < 8', and
(7) \h(Sl/M,Q)-h(SUM,Q)\<u/M.

Thus if (2) and (3) hold for 8, (5) and (6) imply

do[(SWM, B, v <?), [(S1/M, B,) x(S, / M, (?)]]<r/3,

so that (4) gives dQ[(S, B, v (?), [(S, Bi)x(S, (?)]]<f. With conditions (1) and (2),
we have

h(S, B, v ( ? ) s HS, B,)+h(S, (?) < h(S, B,)+h(S, Q) + u< h(S).

Hence by corollary 1 of [1], there exists B with | B - B , | < £ (B) S ±(<?) S , and
(S, B)«(5 , B,), and by the choice of £ we have

dist V S,(Bv(?vP)-dist V
i = -N i = - / >

so that Vil-NSi(BvQvP)=. +,,P. D

PROPOSITION 2. Lef (S, X) be a flow with a generator P and factors (Bn)s and
(Hn)s, n= 1,2,3, . . . , such that h(S, Hn) < em (Bn)s±(Hn)s, (Bn v Hn)s =>,nP, and
(S, Bn) is Bernoulli, where limn_ooen = 0. Then for all partitions Q satisfying
(Q)sl = (Q)s and e>0, there is a partition Q' such that |Q -Q ' |<e ,
(Q')Sl = (Q')s; \h(S, Q')~h{S,Q)\<e, and (Q')s has a Bernoulli complement in
(S, X).

Proof. Write the rationals as U%=o «/, where each at is finite, and «,c ai+l. Choose
m0 so that

m0

V S,Q 3 V S,Q,

and choose e so that \Q-Q'\<e implies

V 5,Q' 3 V S,Q'.
i = - m 0 3 IEOO

Without loss of generality, we may assume that s < e. We may also assume that
for all n, (Bn)Si = (Bn)s, (HJ S | = (Hn)s, Hn = {Hx

n, H2
n} with fi(H2

n)<em and
X^=, en <oo. Choose «r so that en, < e/10 and so that for partitions Q, labelled like
Q, 10. - 41 <3en, implies \h(Su (?,) - fc(S,, 4)1 < e/4.
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Choose N so that V " - N S,-(Bn, v Hn]) => „„_ <?. Choose rj > 0 so that \R, - R2\ < 17
implies

dist V 5,/?,-dist V StR2
i = -N i= — N

Choose M so that

Fix 8' > 0 whose size will be dictated by the following. Choose L so that a collection

satisfies n(\J %t)> 1-8', and the distribution of V?=-NSi(Bni v //„, v Q) on the
name of each p e %x is within 8' of the actual distribution, and the number of
Vto' S-l/M<? a t o m s tha* contain atoms of %x is less than 2«'I(S./M.<?)+(S7M))

Let G = {x|||<Mfcn,vM(x)-(fcn,vM(x)||L/M<T?/100} so that fi(G)>
1 -(T7/IOO). Build a Rokhlin tower in (S, (Bn, v Hni)s) of measure greater than 1-5'
such that

dist {G,Gc}v Vs-i/M(Bn ivHn i)-dist {G,Gc}y V S_l/M(Bn, v Hn,
i=0 X

where (F, /I) is the base of the tower with its normalized cross-sectional measure.
Let %2 denote the set of Vf=o 5_l/M(Bn| v Hn<) atoms which contain atoms of %x.

Construct partitions Bn, and Hn% by setting, for all x e Fn (U ^2) and 0<t<L/M,

(6.,vfini)(Spc) = *M(&Blv *„,)(*, 0

and by putting the rest of the space in single Bn, and Hnx atoms. Now construct Q
so that for all xe F n ( U £2), (^n, v ftn, v ̂ )(5,/Mx), 0< i< L - 1, gives a name from
%\, and for 0< f < V M 9(^. 0 = ^M^ix, t), and q is constant elsewhere.

If 5' is chosen sufficiently small, we have

dist V S,(BnivHn,vQ)-dist V S,(Bn|vHnivQ) <

and

so that, (by the choice of 77),

dist V 5,(Bn,vHn,vQ)-dist V S,(Bn,vHnivQ)
i=-N

Hence \Q- Q\ < 2eni. Now by lemma 2, (if L was chosen sufficiently large), we can
construct <?,<=(«„, vHn,)s such that | (? , -0 |<e B l , «?i)Sl = (Qi)» and h(S, (?,)<
/i(S, Q) +(e/4). But by the choice of £„„ we have in fact \h(S, Qx) - h(S, Q)\ < e/4.

Let Q, = Qt v Hni. Applying lemma 3 to (S, (Bn, v Hn,)s), we obtain a partition
Q, c (Bn, v Hn,)s such that |Q, - Q,| < en,, (S, Q, v Hn,) - (S, Q, v HBl), and (Q,)s has
a Bernoulli complement in (S, (BBi v Hn,)s). Note that |Q, - <?| < e/2 and |/i(S, <?,) -
h(S,Q)\<e/2.
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We now iterate the above construction to obtain n^oo, 5,40, and partitions Q,
and B; satisfying (<?,)s, = «?«)» |<? I + I -<? ( |<« I /2 , |/i(^ <?,+,)-*(S, <?s)|<S,/2,
(S, B,) is Bernoulli, (B;)s-L(Q,)s, (B, v Q ) s => en P and S, is chosen so that St < 5j_,/2,
(5, < e/2), and if a partition Q' satisfies

(1) |(?'-Q,I<5,
then there exist m, such that

V $•<?' ^ v SQ'-
i = -m, l/2' + l lea,

Further, if Q' satisfies in addition
(2) «?%, = «?')& and
(3) |MS (?')-*(«, Oi)|<S*

then there is a partition B, such that (S, B,) is Bernoulli, (B,)SJ_(Q')S, and
(B, v Q')s 3 2en # (We are using lemma 4 here.)

We then let Q' = lim,-_,«, Qt and conclude from the preceding conditions that
«?')s, = «?')& |<?'-Q|<e, and \h(S,Q')-h(S,Q)\<e. We also conclude that Q'
satisfies conditions (1), (2) and (3). Using the sequence of processes (S, B, v Q') as
described above, we apply theorems 3 and 4 of [1] to conclude that (Q')s has
Bernoulli complement in (S, (P)s) = (S, X). •
Proof of theorem 1. Suppose that (S, X) has the weak Pinsker property. Let (Q)s

be a factor of (5, X). Proposition 1 applied to the direct factors (Bn)s and (Hn)s

given by the hypothesis yield factors (Bn)s and (Hn)s of {Q)s satisfying the
hypotheses of proposition 2. Consequently, proposition 2 yields a factor (H\)sa
(Q)s of arbitrarily small entropy (say h(S, HJ)<|) with a Bernoulli complement
(5, B\) in (S, Q). Repeating this argument with (S, H',) in place of (S, <?) yields a
factor (S, H'2) of (S, //',) with MS # 2 ) < £ having a Bernoulli complement (S, B2)
in (S, HI) and hence a Bernoulli complement (S, B', v B2) in (S, Q). Continuing in
this manner we exhibit the weak Pinsker property for (S, (Q)s)- •
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